
Burnaby residents have been staging ‘picnics’ on Burnaby
Mountain to block Kinder Morgan survey crews from
carrying out geotechnical work for a proposed pipeline

tunnel through the mountain. 
On October 31, Kinder Morgan initiated legal action against

several local residents and action group Burnaby Residents
Opposing Kinder Morgan Expansion in order to obtain an
injunction barring the ‘picnics’. The company is claiming $5.5
million in direct costs for every month’s delay in the survey work,
plus $88 million per month in lost revenue. 
Kinder Morgan’s action has been characterized as a typical

SLAPP  suit (Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation). In
a novel move, it appears that some legal papers were served on
respondents via Facebook. The court hearing started on
Wednesday, November 5. 

Why The Public Action
The Kinder Morgan crews have been trying to investigate the
feasibility of boring a tunnel through Burnaby Mountain from
their tank farm on the south side of the mountain to their marine
terminal on the north side. This is part of rerouting the Trans
Mountain Pipeline Expansion, and is an attempt to avoid
pipeline construction through adjacent Burnaby residential
areas. It apparently requires that they remove some trees and
drill two boreholes on property owned by the City of Burnaby,
and designated by the City as park and conservation area. 
The National Energy Board (NEB) has ruled that the City

cannot block the Kinder Morgan work on the basis that the City
owns the property. The constitutional question of whether City
of Burnaby zoning and land use bylaws can be overruled by the
NEB still remains to be settled. 
Burnaby Residents Opposing Kinder Morgan Expansion

(BROKE) has organized groups of protestors to meet Kinder
Morgan’s contractors at at least two worksites, and has

effectively shut down the work. Kinder Morgan employees have
replied with video cameras. BROKE has  appealed for additional
groups of 5-10 ‘picnickers’ to be ready to challenge the
contractors wherever they go. Vancouver Island Oceanside
action group CPOC has sent a group of picnickers.
Kinder Morgan is apparently claiming exclusive right of

access to the area, so the protestors must be trespassing—on a
public park. The 1,000-page   injunction application cites
trespass, assault, intimidation, conspiracy and nuisance leading
to breach of contract (with K-M’s contractors). 
BROKE has also initiated a crowdfunding campaign (on a

GoFundMe webpage) to cover legal costs; they report that total
contributions exceeded $20,000 on the first day, mainly in
small amounts. 
On November 4, over forty local, national, and international

groups released an open letter in support of the Burnaby
Mountain Caretakers and BROKE. ‘These caretakers and
residents should not be facing an injunction or a multimillion
dollar lawsuit by a corporate energy giant. Given the federal
government’s failure to respond to residents, to indigenous
communities at the source of tar sands destruction and along
the proposed pipeline route, and to municipal concerns, we laud
these protectors for their bravery in taking a stand against
Kinder Morgan,’ write the signatories. 
Another open letter in support of the citizen action notes that

the Tsleil-Waututh Nation have launched a legal challenge of
Kinder Morgan’s pipeline and tankers project. This is the first
legal challenge by a First Nation against the new pipeline and
tanker proposal, citing the federal government’s failure to first
consult Tsleil-Waututh on key decisions about the
environmental assessment and regulatory review of the project.
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